
Precision Graphic Services, Inc., Toledo 
 
Intervention Key Words: Saddlebinder, Stitcher 
Industry: Other: Graphics, Binding, Printing 
Risk Factor(s):  Repetitive motion, Awkward Posture- Back deviations, Shoulder 
deviations, Manual Handling- Lifting/Carrying, High Hand Force- Pinching/Gripping 
 
Situation: 
 
Precision Graphic Services provides a broad range of services to the printing and 
related industries such as binding and conversion.  Their saddlebinding operation poses 
a significant risk for Cumulative Trauma Disorders (CTDs) upon workers.  Here, 
employees, standing on 10” platforms in order to reach the feeder mechanism, must pull 
stacks of material from bins located below their feet.  Workers then load their stacks into 
the machine.  CTD risks for the task include extreme bending, lifting and repetition.  The 
machine also lacks guarding and the platforms create a fall/trip hazard.  In addition, 
some of the custom work that is brought in requires hand stitching because their 
saddlebinding machine can’t handle it.  This also requires high repetition for long hours.   
 
 
Solution: 
 
In order to address their CTD issues, Precision Graphic Services replaced their 30 year 
old saddlebinding machine.  The new machine has a low feeding mechanism which 
eliminates the need for the standing platform and although there is still some bending 
required to lift the paper stock, it is not as extreme.  This saddlebinder is also computer 
controlled, making it programmable to handle nearly all the custom work once done by 
the manual stitching machine.  Total cost for the new binder totaled $140,750.  
Precision Graphic Services received $40,000 in assistance from SafetyGrant$ to offset 
the costs. 

      
Manufacturer representation of the new saddlebinding machine 

 
Results: 
• CTD, Lost Days, Restricted Days and Turnover rates were all at 0 (per 200,000 

hours worked) for the year prior to the intervention and remained at that level for 2 
years following.  

• CTD Risk Factor scores remained constant following the intervention. 
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